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Introductions

CB: Member of staff and PhD by Design, looking at the site survey and consid-
ering how that can be a collaborative act to identify what a site is and using 
performative tactics to throw up potentialities. So the design element will be 
designing a series of events... and documentation of performative activities with 
people...not sure yet how this will take shape. 

KT: PhD about the ethics of care and urban practices, looking at intersection of 
ethics of care, politics of space, reproduction...

RT: Member of staff teaching on various programmes and research into issues of 
public understanding into climate change.

AP: PhD working with the digital design department. Looking at the documen-
tation and design of outdoor theatre spaces. Working with people in the theatre 
department and the computer design department. 

JU: Activist practice, and representation, what gets lost from the everyday, and 
how do we consider other things and type of knowledge... 

KT: Lines of Flight has been going for about three years, we are supervised by 
Doina, and we like to get together, invite people who are doing things we think 
interesting... that tend to be related to our research...
 
VG: Lots of topics seem to be close to things that we are interested in... A nice 
crossover...

MZ: So this is our title; ‘Thoughts on composition, inhabiting collectives and 
designing tools’. One thing we should just tell you... None of us are architects, we 
do research... it would be good to get your questions to see this more in relation 
to... we’ll try our best, we’ve been invited as the Micropolitics Research Group, 
but we won’t only be speaking about this group today. The Micropolitics Research 
Group is the oldest group in a constellation of groups which we are a part of... we 
find ourselves in this proliferation of these different groups that consist mainly if 
the same people but they have different functions. We will talk about them more, 
later. Micropolitics is like research thinking space... within those different groups... 
today we will speak a lot about another group which is called the Carrot Workers 
Collective... which came out of the Micropolitics group... and we will be showing 
lots of images of carrots... and a third collective which came out of that group... 
which is kind of a strange... history of different groups reinventing themselves... 
but maybe first of all we will tell you... we are going to be focusing on the Carrot 
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Workers group and we will tell you, why the carrot and what this groups does 
very briefly... 

MF: The group actually started a couple of years ago... and it was very much 
started as a space but also as a way to think about but also to act around the 
privatisation especially around the cultural sector... artists and trying to link that 
with a critique of the creative industries... and would enable self reflective under-
standings of what cultural labour meant... and what our positions were politically 
as well... so it started really as trying to show testimonies of what our different 
practices were and invited a few people and it slowly coalesced into this action 
group... this imagery, and putting objects in space... to bring about some of these 
discussions... 

VG: The donkey masks... you can see...

MF: Its carrot workers because very simply it’s the carrot and the stick... but then 
it’s also because it’s interesting because if you are self employed then you... or if 
you are freelance or an intern then... if you are in any of these seductive positions 
then you are well the  master of yourself but at the same time you are exploited...  
but you don’t know who exactly is holding he stick... and what the carrot is... so 
for us it started us think about this carrot as something which string people along 
but then it  just kind of metamorphosised into all sorts of bizarre meanings and it’s 
just a funny object that we started using at demonstrations... hanging carrot on a 
stick...   and we were marching with that... and we will talk a bit later about what 
happens in a demonstration situation... and that’s how we started using that  as a 
symbol for the aspirations and the actually brings people... it sets out to do a job 
which I guess is not immediately framed in...

MZ: We have this illustration here which is these two little graphs that can illus-
trate very nicely... so this is a carrot workers’ self motivational kit... 

VG: So this idea of... one of the main themes we are trying to discuss is the  unpaid 
internships in the cultural sector and the internships as a culture and what kinds 
of aspirations it creates and so in that sense its interesting because trying to 
demonstrate  this carrot as this aspirational model and its always hanging and 
it’s never materialising and that’s very... in that cartoon it’s like who is holding it 
and what if its yourself and what if the liberation that you gain by being in control 
then becomes a form of self exploitation... and  produced a few things we worked 
on this image of the donkey masks asking people to narrate their experiences as 
interns  and of course because of  privacy reasons filming these experiences with 
the donkey masks on... and the whole pun on what that means we  did some photo 
romances with some  people, we just created..  Did a few public events where 
people could come and talk about their stories in a very ironic, but also serious 
way, but also playing with these images and this has been going on for a bit... 
meeting and discussing unpaid internships... 
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MZ: ...and so maybe we can have this as a basis and jump back to the title and talk 
about the kind of...

CB: ...and so can I ask quickly when you talk about internships what fields of work 
are you referring to?

VG: The creative industries, the cultural sector... particularly... or if you like 
another definition, cognitive professions... whereby affective labour, labour that 
produces immateriality and is often is caught up with desire, to emancipate form 
labour... so the intern in those fields... and I’m sure in architecture practices it’s the 
same, but being a professional labour its maybe a guarded field the economics of 
power must be rather different... we did speak with a fair amount of architecture  
students but they seemed to be on the edge because of this apprenticeship model 
that somehow... so mainly our focus is all kinds of labour but especially the desir-
able professions like journalism and design practices and...

MF: ...and the connection with educations and the processes that how internships 
became completely systematised in the way higher education is...

CB: Okay...

MZ: ...and the cultural sector because it’s where we are its where we are working 
... staring form out own experiences... 

VG: Before we can maybe continue talking about various things, but before we can 
maybe give a brief suggestion of how we felt we   may organise our stories and 
anecdotes in ways which may be useful for everyone... I guess that out of all the 
different layers of activity that really cultivated and inhabited together and under 
these different hats and names of the collectives that there is about five or four 
different moments and... but they’re not genealogies as such it’s this proliferation 
of identities  and what brings them together is a certain identity or idea or... what 
does it mean to  practice... to practice collectively and this could be maybe playing 
and we could begin to show to you practices and collective so slightly different 
kinds... we thought to organise this session under three main sets of questions and 
see how it goes and we may end up talking about something completely differ-
ent... like Monty Python, but...  a first set of question for us that have been really 
disquieting and putting us into action and frustrating regarding the relationships  
with institutions of various kinds, of course cultural institutions meaning the 
portion of institutional support that comes from public spending and are directly 
caught up with politics with a capital P and also institutions as educational, and 
also perhaps some kind of institutionalised modality of being an activist, being an 
artist... being a citizen and so forth... a second  set of questions has to do with the 
kinds of what we call ‘engagement tools’ or if you like the more visible, percep-
tible part of the practice... the thing you organise if you deal with events, time 
based, performance... or tools as something you can touch feel, break... objects that 
we might make... and also questions around issues of why do you go for a certain 
tool, how do you avoid producing some sort of trademark approach, what is the 
methodology... and how you negotiate... and we can talk  about some things that 
came up... and the third, big set of questions have to do with... and again these are 
not resolved at all for us, have to do with the collective... the notion of a ‘practice’... 
and again there is about a zillion questions we can ask... and for us it has been to 
do with moments of again proliferation... and what is an exteriority and an interi-
ority of a group practice, sustainability...
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MZ: ...questions around transversality... on the one hand, what is this ecology of 
groups that keep... these names that we keep inventing, and how do they relate to 
each other as constituents... across those groups...

VG: ...and also trying to understand this given entity that we should be happy in 
everything... so if that’s like a plan... this is great, because there are so few of us we 
can really chat... and have coffee its great... maybe if Manuela can...? 

...

MZ: Here we have the first flyer... it’s the very first flyer which we produced to 
then... the idea was that before the demonstration we wanted to have two days of 
producing collective analysis and production with people... 

MF: It was a whole week actually...

MZ: Yes, it was six days... you are right... and did you guys have a look at these 
militant research texts that we sent up here? Cause we  might be referring to them 
on and off... so there are these texts... the precarious workers brigade... workers 
in culture and education... we call out to all of those who are struggling to make a 
living in this climate of instability and forced austerity... we put a call out to come 
together and create and reflect... we came up with a few tiny sweet demands... 
not necessarily very modest ones but then... and we had this event that we called 
protest labs... there was two of them in the basement... and before the demonstra-
tion we had people to come and both produce a collective analysis of what is going 
on and to produce a collective analysis of the Big Society we had to find this... we 
were really lacking the tools and the discourse to understand what  was happen-
ing to our institutions and to our labour practices... and how to counter that 
somehow... finding that the Big Society discourses appropriated in so many ways 
so much what we very much loved and cared  about so we had these two days 
of thinking up slogans and discussing what we could write on our placards and 
imagery...

MF: ...and performative actions as well...  how we wanted to be in the streets- 
maybe not students as well...

MZ: ...and these are a few images of our protest labs as well... 

VG: They always look the same these images... people writing putting bits of 
paper...

MZ: Here we are plotting out the demos... 

DP: So you are at the  very core of the demonstrations or you are one amongst 
many others?

VG: We are gonna get to that. 

MZ: We also just wanted to be... we also had this experience of being very frus-
trated because we had this experience of marching between the banner of Stalin 
and the next crazy thing... so we very much also tried to build a little island who 
didn’t know where they would go... we publicised this quite widely so that... in 
the art colleges... really trying to reach the students... and trying to propose more 
creative ways of... and also inventing someway of inhabiting this space of the 
demonstration... so we called both these protests labs in preparation of the demon-
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strations but we also saw this space of the demonstration itself as a little lab if you 
like...

VG: I just wanted to add something to this... the demonstration. Making the 
props... and maybe some other things that Manuela or Mara will talk through are 
not here in terms of setting examples around a practice of high standards...  or this 
is not something we would be caught dead doing in another context- we don’t 
have a fetish for demonstrations nor papier mache or whatever Situationist runs 
through the city... but what, may be referring to the text... Colectivo Situationes 
and many other groups often have a disposition that they are really reticent about 
sharing what they actually do in workshops... because... the claim  for that which 
has solid theoretical reasons for being there is around a mistrust to create meth-
ods or precedents that people may adopt as DIY book or some sort of recipe to 
follow... and we were just discussing on the train that we have all these examples 
that... here can we gave a text that exactly the opposite... and I guess for us  it’s for 
our own pedagogy that we... 

DP: ...and as well because you are teaching and... This is the big question... how 
you transmit this... without authority?

VG: Yes,... so the question is how do you put out examples in ways that are not 
exemplary? It’s just about creating an imaginary that you can then play with that 
you can then recombine but they carry with them some initiatives... and principles 
or sensitivities... so before we share more examples of what we did... and also I 
guess that a lot to do with this is the situation that is very specific... of the moment 
and the kinds of people to do protest labs it would not make sense that now in 
February 2011 that in November last year that...

MZ: It was quite a curious moment for us that last year when we... the title  of the 
callout emailed to the group was called ‘institutions of culture education and work 
at the impasse’ so we thought about the university of the unions but we were also 
quite concerned with the ICA which didn’t develop in the most inspiring way 
which you hear... but what seemed to be happening in parallel was the student 
movement was emerging... and so while we had be wondering constantly how we 
can bring what we do to the university and what we can do... make it a more inter-
esting urban space and bring a more interesting political discourse into it... we’d 
always been struggling with that and somehow there was this nice turn when we 
were busy with the ICA stuff whereby somehow the university came to us some-
how... there were so many initiatives emerging from the universities... 

MF: There had already been before the summer some the occupation of Middlesex 
philosophy department. Those with a ‘critical studies’ background or a connection 
with Goldsmiths it was strong moment of direct action... there was a lot of soli-
darity... In a very strange way that was quite interesting and I think at that point 
knew it was just the beginning but nobody could quite imagine how much... that 
was going to happen... 

MZ: So that was a nice moment when we were catapulted beyond the ICA and 
those kinds of concerns and a completely new context opened up somehow... we 
were discussing lots about these donkey masks and a set of imagery we could 
use... carrots and sticks and related speech bubble designs and plotting what 
we could say- this one says ‘the big society= you are on your own’... we made a 
banner and then we had these speech bubble banners that had this sign of equiva-
lence so it is debunking the myths around cultural labour and also education... 
so one of them was ‘what is an education? = £40,000 or more of debt’ ‘what is an 
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internship? = Infinite free labour’ ‘what is...’ you will see a few of those... to move 
onto the images of the protest...

MF: The other part was that after the protest we’ve been holding these sessions 
about what should happen after the protest because we often felt that the protest 
becomes this culmination of energy and effect  of everything and then we go home 
and have dinner or you go to the pub and this dispersion of energy where you 
don’t quite know what happens... so it was quite interesting for us... to do this so 
that it would sandwich the protest and wouldn’t stop at the protest... that very 
confrontational... so we had two meetings after that a ‘debrief’...

MZ: We called those sessions ‘Protest and Propose’ or something like that... We 
didn’t want to stop at the protest but we wanted to find alternative ways of actu-
ally practicing so the first session after the demo we had was about the form of 
the...

MF: The first was about the university occupation  think... 

MZ: So one session was about occupations in general- how do they happen what 
do you have to take care of... 

MF: ...and then there was a second one with people from the cooperative move-
ment and London... I guess in autonomous circles there is a little bit of this... how 
do you call it?... fetishisation of the CO-OP as the ultimate solution to production 
and consumption... and it was interesting for us to think actually about sustain-
able forms... the form of every aspect of our lives like housing, so for us there were 
many different issues into what we wanted to do that week... to find some kind 
of... to research collectively some different models...

MZ: The CO-OP model was that obviously it is part of this question of institu-
tions... and at least I walked away feeling really that... cause we talked a lot about 
culture and  education and these were two things we really didn’t want to sell... 
and learning about the frameworks of cooperatives and learning about what 
you  have to do if you want to run one successfully I walked away feeling that 
I had had great hopes for that model but it was a bit of a reality check on some 
levels... we were able to realise that in order to be able to do what we do through 
a cooperative model we would have to try and get some income from that  and 
that was not what we had been doing at all... we had been going through public 
bodies funding us with tax payers money... but we hadn’t been creating a revenue 
through cooperative types of organisation... and it made us think a lot about the 
State and it sent us  back thinking public institutions and err... such as the univer-
sity and how we actually still might want to save them in some ways...

JU: What other models did you look at?

MZ: It was really mainly about COOPs... in quite some detail...

MF: I guess it’s really much... one side between the much more interesting self 
organised and much more sustainable types of communities... and then the whole 
degrees and up to what point and err, public funding... and what we were think-
ing in terms of cultural work, which is of course a much more specific kind of 
work in many ways... and I guess that was so...

VG: I guess on that, sorry I am just trying to see where to begin to say this... I’ll 
put it down this way... you must excuse, in brackets, a certain enthusiasm that 
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we must convey, around what has just been going on around the student move-
ment... I really want to what that perception of this in Sheffield... every city must 
have had their own factions around this, but for us at least being in a collective 
that was doing radical pedagogy around unpaid; labour, around critical... really 
trying o engage students for since 2006, the last months have been like an accelera-
tion... it was something... it has been...  I call it potencia, the potentisation of this 
latent knowledges  and people realising and in a moment you are collectives and 
occupations and have learned now how to become collective space quicker than 
it could ever have been... just even dreamed of a few months earlier... and I guess 
there is a dual feeling because this has been brought up on us by draconian auster-
ity measures so there is little to  celebrate... but at the same time it has been an 
exhausting but very happy in the sense that  the energy shower was incredible... 
and when you were asking about where we are in the struggles... I dunno  where 
anyone is in the struggles to be honest and so I guess that some may think that 
they know where they are but I don’t think that they do... either... I guess... 

MF: We are quite close and some people in the group worked with people from 
the university of the arts student union... with a group called arts against cuts... 
so for instance there is that, some people are more connected with the  university 
of London union... or more local student unions... at different universities... what 
I think was great was that somehow all these networks came alive... these  people 
you might know, their friends, suddenly became political... potentially political 
allies in certain kinds of... so for example when we made... when we went to the 
demonstration it turned out that well we had to  store... we produced this giant... 
how long was it? Like three meters long papier machie carrot and we had to store 
it somewhere so we stored it  in the basement of the university of London union 
and then it turned out that that went out on their mailing list saying follow the 
giant carrot for instance... so these kinds of strange things and people didn’t know 
what that was about... but because of connections and because we needed spaces 
to meet and to do things all this came together... and in that sense I dunno I guess 
it was just three months where all these things were happening and all these 
things were produced and people were bringing to meetings all this information 
about different things happening and it was just made possible...

MZ: ...and maybe in terms of the protest it was just... these are actually images of 
the protest... specific ones... this is the demonstration that kicked everything off... 
the famous Milbank moment and things... so you can just see some of those props 
that we made... and the carrot and ... there was this huge, big long carrot and in 
terms of one the things that is important to us, one of the dimensions of our work 
is this thing of inventing tools for engaging with people... and we thought a lot 
about the image of the carrot for example... we like to use it very much because it 
is quirky it is quite strange and when you tell people you are the carrot workers 
collective they... there are at least curious to know what the hell it is about so we 
worked a lot with the papier mache carrots and the donkey masks and we had 
a lot of people asking ‘so what is this carrot about’ and people loved it... so we 
had this occurrence in this demonstration which was pretty colourful but um had 
many great other things obviously... but this was a great chance for us to ask if 
people knew this image of the donkey and the stick... if they were doing an intern-
ship right now...

MF: ...and at this particular moment it was about the graduate job because it was 
about the fee and it was also this idea for students in particular what do you get 
after your degree.... and I think for the youngest people in the demonstration... 
and there were many many... people who were just the year before who were just 
getting a  degree... there were many different conversations with many differ-
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ent people... and it was something you followed without knowing why just in a  
general term... 

MZ: We went to deliver this carrot with this message ‘take your carrot and shove 
it’ and delivering this massive carrot which would represent the hopes and desires 
that were produced within us... there is always this sense of ambivalence that 
we have around the carrot.... it’s obviously a very phallic symbol to be carrying 
around... it was massive torpedo... and we like this ambivalence because it is our 
desires... it is the things that we care for and there is something about the carrot 
that is important to us. The Big Society, the Lib-Cons know very how to use this... 
so it is the false promise at the same time as it is our desires...  So it is a symbol... 
you are not supposed to identify with the carrot... it is your carrot but it is also 
something which makes you ask... and if people get that it is a great conversation 
starter... lots of people were helping us deliver this carrot back to parliament- this 
aspect that was about false promises... so we had this very strange... take your 
carrot and shove it... and then along with this strand we had a series of tools... 
so one carrot got smashed at Milbank... we have this video of the carrot being 
surfed... to the very front of Milbank and then being ripped apart so then you just 
see pieces of orange... So in any case this is another things that we would briefly 
like to talk to you about- so we made a fake edition of the Evening Standard... just 
the outside- the back and front cover... and so this is basically the front page so 
we made this utopian ‘The Evening Substandard’ very simple way showing what 
would be possible- the good news we called it which was a very nice tool for us... 
and if I jump back a bit and it allowed us to have very nice conversations with 
people... even the police... were... they really loved it... and so we started to become  
more and more concerned we had been to two or three protests, about the margins 
of the demonstration, how do you get those people engaged... ... and what kind of 
space is it and how do you engage people that are standing around it and because 
the things that most people chant going through the street and are completely 
un-understandable to most people who are on the edges of the demonstration, 
outside it... and so this was something that really worked in getting us to talk to 
people... and it was called the Evening Substandard...

MF: ...and so the idea was that because it was something you could fold away and 
open up it created a kind of space... it would take up space in the street... and it 
was actually used for one of the teachings in Euston station... and it would be used 
by kind of opening it up and creating this space of bringing good news... 

MZ: ...and these are a few images of Euston station and we found it all over town 
after that...after the demonstration... and it was quite nice that people had put it 
up etc... And not to fetishise it as an object or anything like that but it’s, it became 
quite important that one thing that we could do inside this movement is to think 
about these creative ways of inventing these tools and gadgets and props. And...

MF: ...and they were printed for free by the printing coop who had come to tell us 
about coops because they thought it was a good thing... and so it was just given 
away for free... and these things just started to move, there was no authorship... 
there was nothing  written on the paper to identify it... and the donkey masks... 
they were just given away for free... and then yeh, a few weeks away you would 
go to visit a friend and they had picked up a carrot... I mean it’s not masses of 
objects but they... kind of... it was interesting the way in which they would move 
around...

MZ: There was this ritual dimension which was strangely emerging from carrying 
these  carrots all the time and people begin to recognise you and... Yeh... there was 
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a demonstration and on the 29th of January.. and we also did two days of protest 
lab for that... and there are some images... and they look kind of similar and we 
went back to our old slogans and our old banners... what happened in these last 
few months and what new things  do we need to be saying and doing and there 
were new things in terms of solidarity in terms of what was going on in Egypt... 
etc... and we met these amazing free school spaces in Bloomsbury in London 
which is about to be closed... and reopened elsewhere ...but it is a very great space 
opened by a number of people engaged in the field of culture...  a four storey space 
where workshops are run, run as an alternative education space if you like... so... 

CB: What’s its name, sorry?

MZ: It’s called the really re...

MF: ...really really free school, yeh...? Which has got the reallyfreeschool.org and 
they will just... I mean the plan is to continue as a collective once they lose the 
space... but they have been very active...

MZ: I was just thinking we maybe don’t need to show these images again 
because...

RT: It would be nice to see the demonstration images...

MZ: Do you want to see them...? Okay.... that is just... maybe  we don’t talk 
through them because...

MF: There we are sorting for slogans...

DP: So you will... the process was you will look for old slogans and you will just 
change them a little bit or there will be new slogans...?

MZ: We also came up with many new ones... 

VG: The thing that may be interesting to narrate around slogans is that of course 
again it is that specific situation that makes slogan interesting because of course 
we were going to write them when we prepare for demos which of course is not 
something which you necessarily do every day... or it’s not always a good idea 
but there was a desire for people... at the beginning we had a group that consid-
ered itself around language... which specifically... We called it the language unit 
because we... it was what it was...! ...and it was about unpacking the rhetorics 
of the conservative party... so there was a sense that very quickly Cameron put 
out this ‘Big Society’ statements so there were put together through the former 
consultant of the Bush administration... and um... a lot of the terms they use are 
taken from autonomous ideas, but of course they turn self organisation into self 
management because their bigger framework is never changed and it’s just the 
tool of governments that is propagated according to different modalities... so we 
are at the beginning of some sort of... the slogans came from this sort of analy-
sis and just people starting to share some material... and unpack the history of 
certain words... and then another bit that we don’t have pictures of was some of 
our former students, because some of us used to teach in goldsmiths, and some 
of us still do... the younger bit got really fascinated by this format which is the 
complaint choir, which you might be familiar with...? So they based their ideas on 
the complaint choirs and their slogans... and chants and...

MF: ...and their  materials were also based on the testimonies we collect about 
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internships... that make it... the music, the performing of it... and that was quite 
nice, just another way to bring the complexity... and just taking up the space- the 
sound as well...

MZ: So maybe... we move on to the last part we want to discuss which is around 
collectivities...and composition somehow... and we were thinking about maybe 
throwing up a few questions around collectivities... to the very composition of the 
collectives that we inhabit.. Like all these questions about their transversalities 
and who do we engage with and how do we engage...? and so on and so forth and 
also the last set of questions...the larger question of the broader composition of 
these movements and all these different collectives and how do they interact with 
each other and what function each of them serves and what it means to proliferate 
names like that? And identities... and I think one thing that is quite specific to these 
groups that we have been talking about is that... that have kind of emerged pone 
form the other is that there is this very strong core of people that have very... that 
share very intimate space of friendship... and collaboration with each other that 
hold them together... This is both a very positive thing  for us because I don’t think 
any of us would be willing to be in this intensive process of collectives without 
getting so much back effectively  and having this sens of intimacy with each other 
and shared history... and really learning a lot from each other... on the other hand 
it leaves us always being confronted with the idea that the way a group if it is held 
together with such strong effective ties it kind of keeps shrinking at moments so 
we  were thinking about how what about... what it means for us, for us as a group 
not to be adopting the very strict protocols of meetings for instance... that you 
find when you have larger formal groups... I mean of course we take notes... and 
we do all these things... but there is this dimension where we are so familiar with 
each other... some of us that it becomes difficult for people to inhabit them... and 
come into them... some people really love the fact that there is this intimacy and 
that we... and they really get the most from it and I think for some people that it its 
more difficult... so there is this... this is one of the kind of questions, contradictions 
I think that we face in our way of doing things...

MF: ...in the process we are involved in now we are thinking about how to recount 
this situation, which of course if you come to a room where everybody knows 
each other and you don’t and then some people are facilitating so they are much 
more outspoken and much more comfortable and all the rest... its organising open 
events in spaces which are a bit more neutral than an occupied free school maybe.. 
It depend on the kind of people you want to encounter... and then facilitating... 
what kind of workshops...? it could be theatre... so these are some of the things 
we have been thinking for the... to set up working groups on specific things rather 
than having these discussions that then became sometimes a bit self replicating 
in the dynamics... so it is always this relationship between having this internal 
collective process and opening it up continuously to people who are... at different 
moments and come from different places... and there are different ways to share 
this... and think the meetings are definitely just a tiny little space.... 

VG: One thing I would add to that and then maybe we will try to wrap up... I 
dunno how we are doing with time...? is that.. these issues of exteriority and inte-
riority within group practices and where the boundaries lie... and this has to do 
with composition in such a way that there isn’t and again this is something which 
we are pretty much thinking about at the moment... there is a side of the composi-
tion of whoever is in the room or whoever is not in the room.. and is not part of 
this that has an aspect of spontaneity and if... and collectivity.... and this spontane-
ous around putting a callout around, hopping to get lucky to get a good topic or 
issue that is really burning for whoever it is you want to address and I’m sure that 
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we pretty much know that this is not an issue of communication it is around how 
you construct the subjects that make this in a group... on the other hand there are 
maybe these two moments which you are stepping in the collective dynamic and 
then.. There is this other... a person I know calls it step up... stepping in and step-
ping up... I’m not sure if it is necessarily  a stepping up but what he means is about 
the space of affectivity and that which is about intimacy, knowing each other and 
I guess a level of trust of care of friendship... or... despite but still... its strong its 
emotions there... from the guts... and they are mechanisms to acknowledge that.. 
but at the same time having counter tendencies so... how to build bridges at the 
same... it’s almost like a breathing mechanism... and um... I guess it’s an open 
question... the last few months have been... there has been a lot of work around 
first encounters around the first processes of politicisation according to speaks 
like... gong to demonstrations... being cattled for the first time... writing a banner 
and having discussions around the slogans... as banal as they may sound maybe 
for some of us this kind of engagement, um has been powerful in the situation 
and again it does not.. there is this other lovely bit in the text that the divides the 
situational form the local... and from maybe this there could be something inter-
esting to discuss... how is it different... so local being about a very specific idea... 
or the old proximities... and situational at least in Colectivo Situaciones... the way 
they speak of it, I’m sure it has lots of different meaning... you create a locality and 
it can shift... and for me, pretty much this is another question, how to build the  
same efficacy that I think we can happily share and we have tried to share around 
things that have been happening.. And the same efficacy and what would that 
look like in the long run... 

MZ: I think that is something that is interesting that happened to us when we 
first... there was  a moment before the student movement came and also before 
the ICA commission came where we were almost on some levels becoming an 
advocacy group around internships and free labour and our work was becoming 
very very specific... and we had to kind of write letters to the newspaper, we were 
responding to very specific policies, we were making sure we were on top of what 
was going on with courses running about internship... 

MF: ...with the unions and what was happing with them... and there are different 
degrees of..

MZ: ...and there was something very amazing about that which... but at the same 
time it was altered... the dynamics were altered by the group breathing a little bit... 
that happened somehow when this education movement... and it was very curious 
because now with this precarious workers brigade we found ourselves within this 
collective that doesn’t at all have this very specific purpose that we work on, it is 
quite abroad range of problems.. that we are dealing with and this whole dimen-
sion of education is coming in this much stranger way and um, so it buildings 
very much in some ways on the situational as it lives on this energy that has been 
created right now and off all these alliances and affiliations... and another open 
question... or perhaps another way of phrasing some of this is some of the ques-
tions you have got up is how do you keep this momentum going and how do you 
go from that place somehow... and part of my desire would be to somehow find a 
way of not just going back to the very specialised but to find alternative ways of 
negotiating this energy that we have built right now... 

DP: How do you know where you want to go...? Where is your carrot?

VG: I guess how do you know is exactly the question for me... in terms of episte-
mology... I dare say that what I’m hearing is that there is a lot of urgency... and 
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also in other places in Europe now because this is happening across the board 
in education... rights being stripped away very quickly... I think there is a new 
potency there because once these new regimes of austerity are going to kick start 
and people know that they will have effects quite soon we really have no carrot 
any more... you don’t get to go to university any more if you are from a  working 
class background... and because you are very smart and work very hard are gonna 
get a profession... an occupation... so as desperate as that sounds it is moving a 
lot of people to look at co-operative models... free schools, but free schools not 
as other similar initiatives but more as... we know at least of two or three groups 
who are initiating very tentative conversations round what it would really mean 
to build up very different universities... so in some way to have some sort of credit 
system and some sort of different teaching styles.. so it’s not completely... it was a 
bit more complex than just voluntarism and just having workshops on whatever 
someone is passionate about... but at the same time really looking at institutions 
that we don’t like and trying not to make the same kind of organisational situa-
tions... that is one of the things that for me... its, you can feel the potency...

DP: I think it is an interesting question... It’s a question that  I think is very difficult 
also to answer... because this supposes that you have some solution or that you 
have a vision about  a future in the middle of crisis.. I’m asking if it’s also neces-
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sary for this question...? Do you know, do you always have to know where to 
go... or maybe... you discover on the way where you are going...? Because I think 
that this type of working where there are so many inputs and the collective... the 
constituency of the group... but also the goals of the group is a continual dilemma 
somehow... it changes all the time... and also means that all these walls that you 
might have set up at a certain moment will always display themselves and move 
too... 

MZ: Yeh, I think right now that most of these questions are about’ what is the 
ground in which we are doing all this?’ in the sense of on the one hand what does 
it mean to do all the things that we have been doing... to think about continue of 
doing them within a social movement which was there before to continue... most 
of us haven’t experienced that in the UK at all before... and there are many new 
possibilities of this that we are only just beginning to see and um then also the 
ground in the sense that... we are really finding ourselves... it’s like a joke... we are 
finding ourselves... engaging with all those models that the Big Society proposes... 
I mean some of us are setting up a time bank... and I mean we are doing this with 
the conscience that we don’t want all this... whatever, alternative work community 
based, self organised to just be taken over into this Big Society discourse and we 
won’t touch them... because they are too dear to us... and we are working around 
free schools, we are working around time banks... we are working around coop-
eratives... I mean all these things are just totally there... in the lib-con discourse...

MZ: Exactly...

...

DP: It’s a form of claiming...

VG:  Although in a ways its...quite interesting this relationship with the past 
because of one hand there is two kinds of stultification that you may have like, 
people become stuck and they don’t resonate any more, and I guess I dunno if 
you guys have this same feeling, but in meetings with the alternate generation 
they bring with them a certain cynicism with these forms...with almost all forms 
of political organisation ...either way, they don’t work or there is a bitterness that 
comes with this milieu, and again I’m interested with what comes with certain 
forms of organisation... and of course there is this relationship with history, but it 
becomes a very sad meeting when you have that... and on the other hand... this is 
why I’m not so sure it is okay to say we don’t know what is going to come next... 
is that all the people that just have very strong political experience... perhaps their 
first, not to fetishise ‘the first time’, but it is a shift, a tangible shift in the social 
composition in Britain today to say the least... and there is a fear that I have of 
reflux... a reflux that can turn into cynicism as well cause then you are... I guess 
there is a moment... I guess to considers it in pedagogical terms, that you are 
considering as an object of analysis, but you don’t yet have an analysis... and that 
would be precious  not to throw away... so now it’s like, okay, education does not 
work and does not exist any more... and... So this is in very basic terms the situa-
tion... but it is not an elaboration or an analysis that is, not produced yet, subjects 
that can be a bit more enduring... so what I am fearing... is that we can be old if we 
think of Seattle and Genoa and in general the movements of just ten years ago... 
but after that, after five years from this big anti-globalisation enthusiasm, you had 
lots of reflux again... and it’s not about saving it... but then again just to say ‘that’s 
what happens’... that’s not enough either...

MZ: Yeh, I think this is why we like to insist on the Protest and Propose because 
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we... it is important to propose as well but I think that we are quite clear that we’d 
like political... that we’d like the public institution to keep existing... but just in a 
different better way somehow... so we find different ways to keep engaging...

MF: ...and we are trying to find those ways to make those discussions not indi-
vidualistic and not individual as well... not personal... and also the transversality, 
creating links between students and staff and teachers and other staff...and that’s 
the thing that was starting to happen a little bit in the summer maybe and there are 
connections that don’t have particularly to do with the students’ unions although 
some unions have been sympathetic, UCU has been supportive of the occupations, 
that’s why it is important to think about composition in that sense as, how can, 
but that discussion should happen with all these components at the same time... 
for us it was quite interesting to run some of these discussions, and the days of 
the protest lab etc... Some of them have been in independent or semi independ-
ent art spaces...and others at universities...  and the arts against cuts has done two 
big, two days workshops events things two weekends that also happened in art 
universities and colleges... and what was interesting for me to see was the variety 
of people that worked there... and thinking together about the space of education 
in a bit more complicated way..., and it was interesting to think how the students... 
resisted the authority of the teachers... and it was interesting... we realised it was 
important in some way...t hat the teachers took the voice of the lecturers because 
that was something that tended to happen... to inhabit positions of authority 
and to speak a bit more at meetings and also more often proposing things... and 
the students finding more and more forms of facilitation... and becoming  more 
self organised... in these long weekends that have happened where there were 
moments at the plenary discussions where you can have a hundred people in a  
room like trying to give voice to each other and people of all ages really, first year, 
in the spectrum of the university... to kind of senior lecturers trying to create that 
space... it’s still a very small thing... but I think that discussion and that kind of 
thing should happen in this kind of format and not as a...

JU: I thought it was interesting when you were talking about tools and I really 
liked the idea that although you are not talking about a model that it could have 
‘principles and sensitivities’... that resonate with other people and work in other 
situations... and I wondered if you knew of other people that might have taken 
and adapted things to use in their own contexts...?

VG: The photo romance was...  before we answer this, why are you curious about 
that...? What do you mean?

MZ: yes, a hundred groups! And thousand... 

JU: well I guess I’m curious in that moment of transformation of a tool... what 
happens... and for me... what tools might be... because a lot of the ways we 
describe things in architecture... is quite reductive and certainly in projects I have 
worked in there is this kind of richness... there are lots of groups who have poten-
tially politically active, but then as soon as we move to talking about a building 
there isn’t the same kind of richness... I wanted to think about represent those 
things differently, do those things differently, the tools that might help facilitate 
this richness becoming part of the architectural process... and I guess there is a 
question about, is there something particular to that context in which you are 
working, what do these tools mean somewhere else? Can they ever be transferred 
to a different situation...  I just wondered if you... it resonated with me, ‘princi-
ples and sensitivities’...things the tools had let you get at...  things that might be 
hidden... and I also wondered if there had been any interesting surprises in the 
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ways in which people had reinterpreted the tools you use? Things they had seen 
of use in them?

RT: Well the other way to look at it, if you don’t want to talk about the principles 
that you may or may not have established... what precedents have you lent to? 
Because there is this whole history of non-violent political action as well... lots 
of ideas of subversive play... it’s obvious that you are leaning to a certain type of 
precedents... and certain kinds of organisations... or do you really... are you saying 
that you are reinventing this... at the time of your workshops... 

MZ: There are so many precedents we don’t like to make a list of them...

RT: But it’s... an important aspect of the current protests in a sense because a lot of 
the younger generation have not had as much access to this whole way of doing 
things... so you remember Seattle but some of these students won’t... I think that 
is quite interesting because some people have taken a very different route through 
the protests... partly because they haven’t had access to that, those ways of doing 
things... partly because they haven’t had access to that either at school or univer-
sity... 

MZ: I think one way of answering it could be in relation to the euro movements... 
a lot of people that we worked together with have been part of those movements... 
either historically with things that have been invented in that context are for sure 
things that have inspired us and also through collaborations and also the choice 
of the term precarity for this precarious workers brigade was quite a conscious 
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attempt... I mean its not the first attempt we made... but we keep thinking about 
how to bring this to the UK context. Because where we come from, we come from 
central or, kind of continental Europe in any case... it’s kind of current- precarity 
and there is this question of how to import these kinds of sensitivity... that is one... 
point of inspiration for sure...

VG: ...but then we have a background of political....

RT: ...but then I am interested in what you actually see your role as? In terms of the 
generations involved in these kinds of actions, it is a curious demographic... and 
you are sort of... you are in a kind of position where you have been thinking about 
these things for a long time, and you have been teaching... so how do you see your 
role in a sense... in this multitude... I mean we’ve used various terms to call this 
movement... this potential...

VG: The great thing about multitude is that you don’t have a role in a multitude... 

RT: ...well this is my question... so how do you, what do you... see what you are 
doing then... 

VG: Okay, I want to... before I answer the question, which I don’t have an answer 
to... I dunno... I want to... go back to your first question around the precedents and 
how do you... because this may be something which involves all of us, so what 
does it mean to tell a genealogy of what inspires you, or what are the consequences 
of tools you may use or...

RT: ...or identity that you may forge... as well...

VG: Absolutely... for me, while I do agree with the collective approach where they 
say we don’t want to name what we do... that’s something there around not want-
ing to...the authorship is yet another layer that definitely it’s there, but it’s really 
around the pedagogy around how do you... there is so many layers of this... there 
is a way by which you constitute your authority by citing people that you are... 
traditions that you associate yourself with, but you can’t control the resonation 
of that... and then again what is the... the only way to be faithful to your genealo-
gies is if you betray them in the way... by either misquoting or not naming or I 
dunno just to give a small example that is concrete... one of the long weekends... 
the arts against the cuts folks had some famous artists and lecturers coming to do 
workshops- and they were some of the same ones that were told off by students... 
‘we don’t want to hear you preaching at us’... anyway, so the group was prepar-
ing flyer and a post to publicise the meeting... and there was problem with listing 
names because then half the people at the meeting wanted to list important names 
because that would call more people and the least politicised... and that was 
important... it was a moment where it was important to have loads of numbers... 
on the other hand the other half of the room didn’t want to associate.. and also 
give these people cultural value because it seems like these people are the spokes 
persons... and  the can go off and write lots of articles about the... and in the end 
I thought it was quite nice because at the same time someone proposed to release 
all of the people there... we think would be great to teach us something... and we 
in the end had a big long list of real names, names of people that nobody knows 
because they are at the first year of university... and people that are dead... so, if 
you don’t know that so and so artists is...

MF: Andy Warhol was there teaching something, Joseph Buoys, I mean that when 
it just came out it was quite... I mean it was controversial as well some people got 
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quite... very angry actually at the flyer... and I guess they were still real names 
and it was still cultural capital for those names, piggy backing on a student move-
ment...  where students don’t feel recognised... of course they presented...  but then 
again it’s what it means when you are like... but in that place in particular we were 
not... we were part of these discussions as individuals...  we were... we facilitated 
some workshops... facilitators... 

RT: Facilitators then? Is that your word?

MF: In some cases yes, but... Research Militants? 

RT: Maybe? I mean you are reflecting on all of this and you are analysing it and 
you are theorising it, so... 

VG: ...and we are subjects... so, I would go for research militants... 

RT: Is that a reframing of action research?

VG: No. It is part of the genealogy but... it’s a different trajectory because partici-
patory action research comes from...

CB: Can I just ask about the phrase, because within the text you talk about how... 
it’s so difficult to define and how you just have to sort of do it and experience it... 
and to me it seemed that... it picked up what you were saying earlier about this 
feeling of intimacy and sort of trust... and perhaps you role is to build that trust... 
so that people who aren’t as well versed in the precedents in the sort of geneal-
ogy of this sort of practice will go with you... and act with you... is that something 
which you are consciously aware of having to do... 

VG: Sorry, just to get back to the previous... it really resonated with me because it’s 
precisely what I a trying o move away from... and I can’t find a way to express it in 
a very clear way...

CB: Right...

VG: The way to express a collective around a practice, does not mean to become 
an identity or to boil down a series of experiments until you have a refined style 
that is your own mark in the world... for me that is not what’s at stake.. the 
Research Militant approach... or we can call it red, blue and pale yellow, I don’t 
care... but, it’s a specific sensitivity that today it may be important to facilitate 
because we are embedded in a situation where the facilitation energies are very 
low or there is not much competence around this... or just for us the desire is to do 
that... or for some of us takes off and creates a situation around this function of a 
sociality... and then in another context that a totally different display of forces and 
blockages and you know a sensation of being tired and frustrated and you don’t 
need to facilitate, maybe you need to be an agent provocateur... so, sometimes, 
I dunno, we have this with the names a lot as well because sometimes... it’s like 
oh, come and speak to us as lecturers or activists or whatever, and you can never 
just stick the label you are always posing to ask yourselves, why is the institution 
calling me an artist group- what is the expectation, what is the demand that comes 
with the demand? Its, and then you can start to look for the tools... and it’s always 
form the situation, outward, back to your, obviously, you, the people behind you 
that you have maybe have read, heard of, but they are not about constituting this 
collective as more and more specialised... it’s a different kind of theoretical and 
affective labour... I dunno... sorry but thank you for the question, because I always 
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find it difficult to state my positions...

RT: I think you said that very well... but I’ve got a further question... now... so 
what characteristics a Research Militant might need to have? 

MF: I mean for me I guess it’s very much about what, they had a another very nice 
bit in the text... where they talk about two polarities, where they have everything 
sorted out... and that’s the party line, and that’s what has to happen... and there 
is a closed-ness in that... and then the idea of the university researcher who might 
be open but is based in a certain, who is in a  kind of certain position... and who 
still in some ways feels a certain detachment form action and I mean, there are 
general things and this is collectives way of putting it and they want to come out 
of the impasse of booth positions and coming out of it means that you are open 
to rethink, but you are also open to go and do things, whatever that means, what-
ever processes that generates... and that for me is really about thinking about your 
identities as an individual, as a collective, as a process... and as something that can 
come undone at any moment... and in that sense... I know that this all sounds very 
open and up in the air, but I guess that’s what is important for me or has been my 
personal experience in this whole process in the last few years... this kind of keep-
ing things open and trying to learn something but at the same time... and trying to 
let ideas circulate in a collective way, then bounce and see that it is transforming 
me and it is transforming other people... and I dunno if actually that is... and it’s 
a process. And I don’t know where that is going, and I don’t know if in the end it 
might be really self indulgent... and only a few people remain.... or not... but it’s... 
I dunno if it’s just my take... from these texts and why we decided that these texts 
were quite good just as... and to think maybe as well about our own research... I 
mean we are PhD students as well, as well as teachers... and it’s about how you 
research as a way of being... as a mode of acting... and what does that mean, when 
you also have a political position... and in that sense it’s not participative... its...

DP: ...and more cooperative... how do you tie this back to a formal PhD and what-
ever you will have to hand in?

VG: For instance... maybe I was just thinking that you have had an experience of 
trying to undo the ethics form...? And then your year in... The thing you did with 
the maps was... officially organising the event... 

MZ: We are in the Business  Department... half of it is taken  over by people on the 
left if you like... certain people on the left... and so we are slowly  moving beyond 
this level of parasitism that is like...  I say we as a generation... I mean other 
people have done it before... also but we have been happy with the institution for 
a little bit just using their money because it’s a business school and of course it’s 
a very powerful place to be, doing projects and they have quite good funding... 
and slowly we are forming a research centre.... it’s called a centre to give us more 
legitimacy... it’s called The Centre for Politics and Ethics so we are... it’s a moment 
when we are becoming more visible... we are trying to... we are starting to show 
our faces... and it transforms a little bit about the way we inhabit that institution... 
but what that means in terms of us handing in that block of paper at the end of, 
or possibly handing in that block of paper... no one will actually force us to... but 
it will be a bit of a shooting ourselves in the foot process if we do not do it... it’s 
an open question at least for me... There is the map which I will put on the table 
so people can take it later... there were some of us who worked for this collective 
project of trying to map how Queen Mary University will be at studying at points 
of intersection with the points based immigration system... we need also to under-
stand our position within the university... it’s a map and it’s  a game at the back... 
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and the game is again one of those tools for relating... a game that students can 
take up and play... and it’s a game about applying to the points based studying 
in the UK and you can play both as a euro resident and an international student 
depending on who you play as, what role you choose you are more bound to win 
or lose and so it’s a game that gets people to talk and share experiences.   And 
frustrating... 

MF: ...and that was done with the same collective... I mean it’s some of us, not all 
of us...

RT: And what’s this one called?

MF: I think the more interesting question is to ask than...the one about identities 
or what does it mean to be a research militant, because I never stop to think about 
that as an identity... I have this bunch of texts in my drawer as like... thing, tools or 
something which is a bit akin to a method which I can come back to every once in 
a  while... but is like... I never call myself that... 

RT: So this is funded by the business school...? And the have never asked for their 
badge on it? 

MF: It does say... 

VG: It says we think The Business and Management School... 

RT: ...at Queen Mary?

MF: ...but... the geography department gave some money as well and they didn’t 
ask for anything in return, both maps... 

RT: So you didn’t mention them?

MF: That was a desire for getting, but we did a lot... we also hosted events and GIS 
workshops... and it kind of ticked the boxes and it also made us open up to people 
that were not taking higher education or just other projects that we keep ourselves 
busy with...

DP: No, but I think it is important to kind of start there were you are, where you 
have chosen to be for whatever reason and it is that this PhD and this is also an 
important question... how much you can do within...? a context... in such a way... 
that this context can also be transformed and this context can also be a social 
context and knowledge context, because you can bring knowledge to something 
which is just  a shell you can also bring some meaning to this and use it in a more 
interesting way..

CB: I have to go, I’m really sorry but... that’s really interesting... 

RT: I think I have asked you, to show something like this to our overseas 
students... 

MZ: You can keep some...

DP:  ...and I think that you have changed something there where you are... so I feel 
that somehow you are already trying to negotiate with different existing initia-
tives …just like Agency here , which is a kind of research centre that has tried to 
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host certain events and to bring certain topics into discussion that might not be 
‘natural’ for an academic institution ... or might not arise otherwise... we try to 
connect students or colleagues with organizations outside the academia through 
research projects that can also be called ‘activist’... like the one which we have just 
finished and in which you have been involved with some writing (ie. Rhyzom) … 
so maybe I will come back to one of the questions... what happens when we are in 
an institution and also in the movement that contest it? Our school of architecture, 
for example,  didn’t participate much in the last protest movement …we were, 
we are, away from the current... there were few initiatives about trying to steer 
something and join in the emerging political dynamic that has taken most of the 
universities in London.. but here, in this university, these initiatives were quite 
seriously repressed... I think they didn’t attend a critical mass and didn’t spread 
as a movement... our students at the end...  and maybe this is a discussion that we 
should have... are very much socially sensitive and engaged, but they are not quite 
politically aware... 

AP: I think it is something that will happen at some point because I think archi-
tecture has been in a bubble... in a way with quite a long time, especially with the 
students coming out and getting these... placements that they just walk into... and 
I think that is starting to dry up from the work end and sort of back feeds into the 
system start to turn people on to some of these issues... 

DP: This discussion about placements was not developed enough in architecture... 

RT: I do think that one of the universities... I think it was the architects that led 
the occupation... so I don’t think it is the not necessarily... general that architects 
don’t... historically they have been very much involved in protests... just not in... 
Sheffield, which is a... I mean it’s a similar demographic in UCL...and they actu-
ally...

VG: ...but I wonder whether... I feel you must feel like here... that I can just imag-
ine... I mean in a way I wouldn’t want you to get the impression that in London 
that people are so radical or have been at it for ages or their camping out in depart-
ments... I mean it’s just that um, I guess part of me would like to posit a mini 
challenge in a way... solidarity way but to say... maybe the occupation is not a 
format that can work here... but maybe...but maybe you can... you demographic 
is maybe higher to mid bourgeoisie. And it doesn’t make them criminal or stupid 
either... and I guess if we were to talk about how to reflect upon our methodolo-
gies... would be a good place to start, to say if you care and I’m sure now it may 
be even more difficult because it also feels like yesterdays news... and that’s what 
were we talking about... and it’s a strange moment...

RT: ...but I think it’s good to be positive... different constellations in different ways 
and people will come... act and react in different ways... and I think that actually a 
lot of it has been very unexpected... and form veracious sources that you wouldn’t 
necessarily have expected to take part... either...

MZ: I mean there was a similar thing in the process of making this map... because 
we made this between May and September... yeh? So May and September before 
anything has happened really... 

MF: I mean we started working on it in like February, March...

RT: I mean personally I think it is always slightly wrong to  always focus on 
universities as the key institutions though... even university education at all... I 
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think it’s a much bigger issue... and I think also in terms of... I mean even refer-
ring to that simple demographic thing... you referred to the youngest being first 
years at university... there not. A lot of  them were school children... so there are, 
there is a huge number of school children... very young who have take part in 
the protests... moving beyond that it’s a bigger question... how do you motivate 
people who perhaps have no intention of going to university and who never 
have had... but are still potentially interested in having access to particular skills 
or libraries for that matter which are all being closed... you know it is a very big 
issue... but what is the umbrella... what is the kind o catch all... actually term that 
captures the imagination...?

MZ: I don’t know if...

RT: Yeh, to now the problem has been that the word university has been used 
quite a lot... the term university education ... and I think that is probably a mistake 
in a way...

VG: No you are right... we discuss so much around the fact that, there is not much 
to defend about these universities...

KT: I kind of have a question, but it might be a little bit naive... but whether you 
think that what’s happening now is so different form before, because it feels like 
it is to me anyway... just in terms of the fact that when you were talking about 
protest and the relationship you have with the police or something... that this is, 
the kind of issues... not that I’m pro police or anything, but that it effects them 
too... they are people, they need jobs too, their pensions... are being cut and I 
dunno it’s like they are also there in the street and it also effects them... too. And 
somehow that maybe that relationship... at least that shared thing... I don’t know if 
that ever existed before... 

RT: One of the slogans at the moment is ‘Class Traitors since 1812’ about the 
police...

KT: Oh really? 

RT: I don’t know if you have seen that one around in the protests....? There is a 
huge break down of trust fundamentally... even people that might have been well 
disposed to the police before have been having... have actually lost that kind of 
security... the might have imagined that they... the police

KT: ...Because it was quite strange... because on YouTube last year... in the snow... 
there was a video of the police, they were... I don’t know if you saw it? They were 
on their riot shields... sledging down parliament hill. Ad of course they were off 
duty and they got reprimanded... and there was this kind of support for them...
saying that is the best thing that’s ever happened... you can see.... they shouldn’t 
be reprimanded... well I just feel like it’s just, well because you said about it being 
university issue when it isn’t...

RT: It’s about trying to engage everybody... 

KT: Forests... hospitals, schools, everything... I dunno, I guess my point was just 
about composition... as well of groups... I dunno... I don’t have a question... oh! 
Have you considered that it has been different than before...? That was my ques-
tion... 
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MZ: I think there is quite a hope on this march 26th strike... come demonstration 
that is coming up, that that would engage other sectors a lot more...  and there 
have been moments like eh... when you get your jobs cut- aimed at the police... we 
are gonna march with you... etc etc.. For sure the trust hasn’t built up more with all 
the kettling and all this stuff, but um, I think there is a sense of a growing aware-
ness that we need to hook up with other sectors... and that will depend very much 
on when the cuts to councils come in... When this stuff actually becomes felt... on 
different levels because the universities was one of the first places where they... 

RT: Yeh, there is a huge cut in Sheffield city council... there is about 400 people...?

MZ: I mean the police is a tricky one... but there have been moments of solidar-
ity with key workers...  and with firemen and fire-fighters... and I think a lot of 
the outcome of this will hinge on whether those moments of cutting across will 
happen or not...

MF: What we had on the front page of the substandard paper ‘the Met marches’... 
the head of the police... there was this very very cute picture form the 50s with 
a policemen patting the head of a school child... I dunno, like the Met police is 
marching with their kids... to save their education... I dunno... but at the same time 
there has been so much I guess acknowledgment, physical realisation for a lot of 
people that... people who have come to demonstrations for the first time... last 
autumn, that actually the police,... that they are not the information- the depart-
ment of information that tell you the routes somewhere...that they are actually this 
every violent presence... 

RT: And in many cases the police actually failed people that actually needed help 
during those protests... 

MF: They did.

RT: Which is astonishing... when you think about the primary role of police...?

VG: I guess it’s not so astonishing and that’s what is astonishing people... it makes 
perfect sense... it’s not an exception... it’s perceived as that’s what they do... and 
I’m sorry but I need to go back and discuss for me it’s quite important... what you 
said before about... the university being the wrong place to start... I think it would 
be the wrong place to end... but...

RT: I don’t say it’s the wrong place to start- I mean it started... you didn’t decide 
that it was starting there... but I think much of the discourse... continues to be 
about students fees... but I think it is about a much bigger conversation... 

MF: Totally...

VG: That is what we are trying to say when we... have a disquiet around what is 
going to happen in this moment... when we are...  cause it’s the part that, I guess 
there is also another kind of rhetoric, that is pretty much... anti, bourgeoisie intel-
ligentsia... so we university... or artists or... it’s pretty much about what are you 
complaining about its not a real emergency... and that I think we should engage 
in conversations with... it divides a lot that the effects of this discourse... and 
it’s pretty.... it used to be pretty big in England especially... my personal experi-
ence with activism... with working class...  I think it’s part of the working class 
culture...?
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MF: but it’s a certain identification... especially for older generations... activists... 
there is this strange reticence to acknowledged that education is a mass... has been 
a mass phenomena in the last 50 years... 40 years... maybe in some countries.. 
maybe in Europe more than here... but certainly... and so there is still this suspi-
cion... but I dunno... and yeh, at this moment... has been flattened out on the idea 
of the fees... which is so... I mean that’s not the... I mean it is the problem, but it’s 
not... the problem has been the cuts... the complete dismantling of whether welfare 
was there... and that... but I think the big problem there is how do you... how do 
you talk about that if you are on the left... and you don’t want to acknowledge that 
that was started by New labour? Or not started by New Labour... it was contin-
ued by New Labour... and so it was gradual process that now was accelerated... I 
dunno in some ways you would need to go completely against all sorts of politi-
cal party positions... or at least of the options and I think that is quite a radical 
step to take I mean for us it was very interesting... I was talking to some friends 
in Italy about it... is that paradoxically; the lib dems were one of the big catalys-
ers for these demonstrations...  because they had such an appeal to the recently 
educated young graduates... which I hadn’t realised until in the demonstrations 
you would see people with banners with pictures of Nick Clegg saying ‘Liar’... 
which, of course... he is a politician, but of course... but apart from everything, 
and then realising... and that in that case the politicisation has also gone through 
a process of.... suddenly realising that the third option was not an option... not a 
third option... there was just more of the same yet again... which I thought really 
brought a whole new constituency into the game which was not the Tory scum or 
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the Labour... or, for me that was quite interesting in how the identity of students 
and the identity of a certain part of a student process was built around... 

JU: certainly in Sheffield the day before the election Nick Clegg went into the 
town centre... and I live in the town and there were lots of young people out on 
the street...waiting to see him and I was kind of being very cynical even then... but 
even though I didn’t really want him to win... there was something quite good 
about the enthusiasm and seeing those people there and seeing them talking... and 
it was this moment before something was about to happen... 

VG: ...although I think the enthusiasm, and even the enthusiasm, now, against the 
cuts it’s never about what it says it’s about its about the future- the carrot... and I 
think it’s really specific as a conjunction because you think about the demograph-
ics that went to the protests, they are the people that went to university now... so... 

MZ: ...and so many people that aren’t yet even in higher education... 

VG: ...so those would be the target even on the level of real representational poli-
tics... because you say ‘I’m scared that I’m not going to be able to go to uni...’ but 
the majority of people now... its more about staff work... the staff department 
complains a lot about the conditions of work and that is a place to start because 
it unpacks a number of issues... the end is not to get power... and this is very 
personal but I never thought it was gonna change the course of action in parlia-
ment.... I mean it would be great news but...

DP: I think it’s a long term movement somehow it generates this dynamic... this 
real political dynamic which will have consequences that you cannot predict... 
they are not necessarily immediately a new political music that will be represented 
in the parliament... and I think this is the big question of sustainability... how to 
sustain something that doesn’t have a carrot... what is the pleasure that you get... 
what is the rewarding that you get for such an undertaking?

RT: I think that is a very important point actually because it’s about the lack of self 
interest if you are involved in this... solidarity rather than being an individualistic 
neoliberal movement... kind of reacting against.... doing something not because it’s 
your particular carrot... but someone else’s... potential, false hopes... 

DP: There is another thing...Kim do you....?

KT: No, I have to go and get my train... thank you very much...

DP: And we have to go and get food... so maybe we continue to discuss...? For 
me the big question to these issues of where we are, how do we operate...? issues 
within symbolic values and material values that we are still attached to because 
we are living in a society in transition... and maybe this transition will take all our 
life... but how you operate, it’s a little bit of a schizophrenic situation... within and 
trying to change...  how do you find your balance.... as a collective subject... 

VG: I wonder if there ever could be a balance, as a split subject, so you have to take 
this role as professor in a privatised institution... 

RT: ...and in a  representative democracy someone is always representing someone 
else...

VG: ...and then you don’t believe in that so you want to do other things... but I 
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think the issue is not to become less schizo in the reconciling, so I don’t think you 
will... but its...

DP: No, no, no...

VG: ...but its more about... I dunno... perhaps its painstaking... but it’s about find-
ing this reflexivity... moments where you...

DP: That’s what I mean by... it’s not reconciliation... its operating within a set of 
very heterogeneous values and sometimes contradictory values... 

VG: ...and I wonder how important it might be not to play schizo with that... 
because that is one of the very conservative things that we also talk about all the 
time... about this way you are supposed to be that again, around this creative 
economy that you act as a smooth operator... and you try to multiply;laces so you 
can feed all your values and still survive... but that is precisely the modality... and 
the capital wants you to do that... 

DP: You are offered all the possibilities including the militant ones in order to feel 
the... your desire and a kind of...

VG: ...but only in the proper places you can be militant... if you do it in other 
places it becomes... there are certain situations... 

RT: What’s the proper place?
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VG: Where there is no consequence... 

MF: Yeh, like at a demonstration... so if the demonstration is small enough to be 
insignificant... if its... if you actually don’t talk to the people who are not taking 
part in the demonstration... if you... there are so many spaces for politics that are 
completely inert... and whatever you do within it doesn’t change anything... or 
even when you do research... 

VG: I mean pen and paper is a very safe place to be radical... 

MF: Or when you do research on activism... the term is 

RT: Are you saying that the protest is a safe place to be radical...?

MF: It can be...

MZ: It depends where you are within it...

MF: I depends how you do it... but in terms of... the risk is that if everything 
is geared towards demonstrations... it is always problematic...  because if you 
are trying to meet people who are within a movement who might have gone to 
demonstrate... without a specific in mind... they might pick up your carrot instead 
of a socialist party readymade placard... it might be something a bit interesting 
happening there... but there is also, what is the audience of what you do...? Um so 
maybe instead of having a  demonstration... there have been many teachings, and 
banner drops... and, and because of that it starts really pushing the idea of space 
for protest and the space for political action... 

MZ: But I think for us it is about how far you can push the limits...

All: laughs and thanks... 
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